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Doodling for Cat People is designed to appeal to seasoned artists and doodle enthusiasts alike.

Packed with more than 50 fun and inspirational prompts, doodling exercises, and feline-related

factoids, professional illustrator Gemma Correll sparks the imagination and spurs cat lovers to

explore, experiment, and brainstorm ways to draw and doodle their favorite furry friends with her

cute and clever art style. The artist's simple, unique, and whimsical approach is sure to inspire,

entertain, and guide artists of any skill level. Doodlers will find inspiration for drawing different types

of cats, cats in outfits, cats in action, and even kitty accessories. An interactive book, Doodling for

Cat People demonstrates how to draw whimsical kitty doodles, while encouraging artists and doodle

enthusiasts to develop their own style and techniques. With its portable format and plenty of open

doodling pages, this quirky doodle book is perfect for on-the-go creative types.
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Great fun! I love Gemma Correll's drawings, and I've enjoyed getting to try my hand at drawing cats

Gemma-style. The instructions are easy to follow, and my version of a sleeping kitty actually looks

like a cat.

Adorable and funny, too! If you have any doubt whether to purchase this doodle book or not, let me

take that away for you. Even if you weren't a cat lover which is very unlikely if you are reading this,

you will still appreciate the humor in this book.About the book:It starts out with a really cute



hand-drawn frame where you can enter your own name (This book belongs to:)Then there is a great

Table of Content page in a handwritten font. That alone makes this book worth its money because

once you start doodling in it, you can easily find where you left of or where you want to go. I wish

more drawing and sketchbooks would have numbered pages as well. So this book is not just a

sketchbook, it's also a real book.Next, they go over the how-to's and materials to use for doodling in

this book. Fortunately, the paper in this book is of a reasonable weight and quality. Not exactly artist

quality but we are doodling here.Now comes something really funny! A list of 20 signs to determine

if you are indeed a "cat person". I'm sure you will pass this test and can identify with each sign. This

is useful information of course!Further along we are switching to something out of a "My Baby"

book, but then for your cat. Answer five bio questions about your cat. Remember, this is important

information for future generations!We now start getting into the doodling. Yippee! There are blank

pages, pages with prompts, pages with fashionable clothing for your cat. Who else wouldn't like to

learn how to draw a cat in a dress? I know I do!I won't go through the entire book with you right

here. There is so much more to discover and let it be a surprise.Hopefully soon I will update my

review with pictures after I do some doodling in this book. Meanwhile, get your own copy and share

your pictures here as well!

Really enjoying this wonderful doodle book. Smart, friendly, funny, and without judgement of your

mediocre/growing doodling skill. There a lot of great prompts, and upon opening, I was really

surprised by how thick the book is. Lots of great pictures for me to color and practice myself, and my

cat has really been enjoying the portraits I am drawing of him, I think. Using with my favorite felt tip

markers (Pentel Color Pen, Set of 36, Assorted (S360-36)) and the paper is thick and great to draw

on. Thinking of buying the Doodling for Dog People for my sister, but not sure if that would be

betrayal for the cats...

I finally got mine in the mail today! It took quite a while to get here (19 days) but it was worth the

wait! I love it and can't wait to start drawing in it! It has some directions on how to draw cats, cat

exspressions, and has lots of room to draw! There also lots of cute pages with "facts" and art work.

Unfortunately one of my pages has some kind of stain on it but sense I'm going to be drawing in it

and on top of the stain I'm willing to look over it. Plus it is only on one page. Definitely perfect for any

cat lover and artist of any age!

I got this for my 12-year old niece and she loved it. I flipped through it and it has all kinds of different



drawings prompts as partially drawn cats. It gives completed examples and suggests all kinds of

different options you could add to your own cats. Has plenty of room for you to draw your own cats.

No drawing experience needed. Cute book.

My 10 year old daughter loves this doodle book! It is the perfect size for her to carry with her-to

school, the car, the orthodontist, etc. She is very into cats and art, so this provides the perfect

entertainment. The book is a great combination of facts and silly things, with easy to do steps to

draw the kitties. She says her favorite part is drawing what your cat's profession would be, and

wanted to make sure that was in her review! Definitely a great buy for a cat lover! While perfect for a

ten year old girl, this book would fit any age!

My wife loved paging through this at x-mas. It wasn't the most expensive gift, but it was definitely

the one that she spent the most time looking at. Still remains to be seen if she actually doodles in it

or just keeps it to page through and laugh at the cats.

This book is very well made, and super cute. I can not wait to give this to my grandma as she is a

big cat lover and I know she will love this. I am now wishing I got one for myself as well :) Definatly

next time I will get myself this one and the booklovers one as well.
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